Built around you
Welcome to Datasite – the digital home of
M&A. A home designed with you in mind,
so we asked how you wanted it to be. We
listened to over 2,000 industry experts, added
our decades of experience, and got building.
Everything is here. Everything you asked
for, from finding a buyer to due diligence
and beyond. There’s deal marketing and
preparation. Analytics. Acquisitions.
Post-merger integration. And much more.
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Give your team the tools they need
to land the best deals.
A single command center, where
you can harmonize and accelerate
the whole deal lifecycle.
Accelerate your deal marketing
Automate your workflow
Power through due diligence
Close deals faster
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Be ready to deal with anything
Unique
expertise

Powerful
technology

Ironclad
security

Unmatched
service

We’ve been right inside
the engine of M&A for
decades. The expertise and
experience we’ve gathered
is there to drive your
success, so you can close
more deals, more quickly.

Burdensome tasks become
effortlessly automated. Deal
marketing, document indexing,
redaction (and un-redaction),
analytics, reporting and more.
AI learns as you use it, getting
smarter and smoother.

Protect your data with
the best security in the
business. Whether it’s user
access, data at rest, or
data in transit, we’ve got
you covered.

Enjoy first-class support,
anywhere in the world. All day,
every day. In 20 languages.
Just tap, type or talk to reach
M&A experts who truly care
about your deal.
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We are Datasite
Everyone knows that for deals,
you need a data room. And
most providers stop there.
We don’t. That’s just the
keystone of our
comprehensive offering.
Because we’re Datasite.

The best technology and 50 years of expertise. It’s
precisely that half-century of practical knowhow that has
enabled us to develop the ultimate digital platform for M&A.
We know how it’s done. We’re continuously improving it.
Revolutionizing the M&A process. Whatever your role.
Whatever your experience. Whether it’s marketing a deal or
preparing for a transaction. Due diligence, closing or postmerger integration. Whenever you need speed, accuracy,
certainty, or just answers.
We make it happen.
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Creators of momentum
Keeping your deal moving is what we live for. Making
everything faster, easier, smarter. Freeing up your energies
to achieve even more. Powering your progress while
relentlessly leading and innovating.

Eliminators of doubt
In M&A, there’s no room for doubt. It undermines deals and
endangers them. We offer built-in watertight security, crystalclear tools and expert support. All to make Datasite your doubtfree zone. No matter how complex the deal, you’ll always have
a single source of truth to give you total confidence.

Builders of tomorrows
With more agile dealmaking, you can hone your strategy.
You can think bigger and further ahead. Get the answers
you need before you have the questions. Use our past
experience to gain greater future vision. That’s how we
help you build tomorrows.

We are Datasite
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Take on
any challenge
With a long enough lever and a solid place to stand, you can move the
world. We give you both those things. Technology and security that
adapts to fit your needs, whatever your business or the type of deal.
Every deal is unique. So is every dealmaker. So you can customize
Datasite to the way you like to work. Deploy our tools to do exactly the
job you want. Specific KPIs? No problem. Corporate branding on your
reports? Easy. Support anytime, anywhere? Done.
And if you don’t see what you’re looking for, just ask.
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What we can do for you

M&A
transactions

Legal
advisory

Private
equity

Investment
banking
advisory

Sell-side/buy-side
Bankruptcy
& restructuring
IPO & secondary
offerings

Refinancing
High-yield
transactions
Joint venture
& strategic alliances

Fund raising
Investor reporting
Portfolio reporting

Due diligence
Asset marketing
Deal preparation

Corporate
uses

Additional
domains

Board reporting
Compliance
assessment
Document repository
Post-merger
integration

Real estate
transactions
Life science use cases
Audit management
VC capital
management
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With you every step of the way

The M&A
Lifecycle

Strategy

Sourcing

Sell-Side

Buy-Side

M&A Cloud

Deal
marketing

Deal prep

Datasite
Outreach

Datasite
Prepare

Due
diligence

Datasite
Acquire

Negotiation

Closing

PMI

Value
capture

Datasite
Diligence
Datasite
Acquire

Datasite
Platform
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Datasite Outreach™
Finding the right buyer puts your deal on course from the
start. Fine-tune your deal marketing and ease the stress.
Maximize efficiency with automated emails. Track potential
bidders. Create a single source of truth, and monitor
progress in real time. Give your deal instant momentum and
sustain it.
Automate all your deal marketing in one app
Set up a new project in seconds
Save hours creating and sending emails
Add custom watermarking
Manage NDAs quickly and easily
Get a complete view of your bid activity

Datasite Outreach allows us to simplify and speed
up workflows throughout the deal lifecycle and gives
us the opportunity to focus more on client needs
and enterprise-value affecting actions.
Vice President, M&A
Major European bank
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Datasite Prepare™
Be deal-ready, every time. Have everything
you need to start due diligence as soon as
your buyer is ready. Let powerful AI structure
your index and categorize deal documents
in minutes. Collaborate securely with clients
and advisors. Then launch your deal with one
click. No commercials required.
Make searchable documents even from
poor copies with high-grade OCR
Organize files quickly with smart
categories and AI Indexing
Invite the team to collaborate
Control access to files, folders & features
Email files directly into the project
Seamless transition to due diligence
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Datasite Diligence™
Complete due diligence in a fraction of the
time – yet with more confidence. Index
everything with machine-learning tools
trained on over three million documents.
Redact in bulk, and in seconds. Free up
capacity to close more transactions, faster.
Datasite Diligence is a game-changer that
magnifies how much you can achieve.
Get started fast with drag-and-drop uploading
Build indexes and stage content with advanced AI
Blaze through document redaction
Invite users, set permissions and secure files easily
Track KPI health metrics
Stay in control with complete audit trails

Datasite Diligence is intuitive
and simple, yet powerful.
The quality of customer service
has been outstanding.
Associate Vice President
CPA Global Audit Tax
and Advisory Services Firm
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Datasite Acquire™
Now you can run buy-side due diligence
with tools made especially for you. Instead
of struggling with a sell-side platform,
discover the power of your own buy-side data
room. Index everything the way you want.
Unearth and share insights faster. Collaborate
securely. Breeze through one-to-one deals.
Update management with real-time analytics
and keep the deal on track.
Conduct all buy-side due diligence in one place
Invite external advisors into your project
Streamline communications with secure
commenting and @mentions
Save hours updating and emailing trackers
View and collaborate on findings in moments

Having findings available in real time saves us so
much time each week. With documents directly
linked in findings, reviewers get answers on their
own instead of needing to ask questions.
Corporate Development Team
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Where we are

Europe
Paris
Frankfurt
London
Madrid
Milan
Amsterdam
Stockholm
Zurich
Warsaw
Athens
Istanbul
Dubai

Canada
Toronto

Asia/Pacific

United States

Hong Kong
Tokyo
Singapore
Sydney
Seoul
Shanghai
Beijing
Mumbai

Minneapolis
Boston
New York
Chicago
Los Angeles
Atlanta
Denver
Charlotte

South America
São Paulo
Mexico City
Bogota
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Corporate Headquarters, Baker Center,
733 S. Marquette Ave, Suite 600, Minneapolis, MN 55402
www.datasite.com
Datasite is a leading SaaS provider for the M&A industry, empowering dealmakers
around the world with the tools they need to succeed across the entire deal lifecycle.
For more information, visit www.datasite.com
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